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A Note to the Reader
The following pieces may contain themes relating to sexual assault,
suicide, disordered eating, mental health, and other sensitive topics.
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Letter From the Editor
Welcome to the third edition of Capillaries: The Journal of
Narrative Medicine! We are a publication that aspires to create a
more empathetic community by facilitating dialogue between the
sciences and the humanities. Our chosen name embodies our
mission: just as capillaries are sites in the human body where the
exchange of nutrients and gases takes place, our journal is a site for
the exchange of stories and ideas.

Capillaries was conceived in February 2018 as a place for students to

reflect on their personal health, the health of family members and
close friends, and on issues experienced on a community, national,
or global scale. In Spring 2018, we were thrilled to share nine pieces
that included poetry, prose, and essays written by students from
diverse academic backgrounds. In Autumn 2018, we once more had
the honor of presenting nine new stories. Now, in Winter 2019, we
received twenty-one submissions and are deeply humbled by the
writers and artists who have chosen to share a part of themselves
with the world. It takes more than critical analysis and creativity to
write in a public forum. It takes courage – the acknowledgment of
one’s own vulnerabilities and the fortitude to speak openly about
them.
Emerging from the poetry, stories, and essays presented in this
edition is the idea of “flux.” Some stories grapple with external flux
– climate change, altered landscapes, or shifting relationships
between family members. Others explore internal flux – changing
perceptions of our identity and who we aspire to be. While the
authors draw meaning from the vicissitudes of life in their own
unique style, their narratives converge on a mutual understanding –
that we must take the time in our lives to pause, breathe, and
introspect. We are often jolted from a perfectly planned trajectory
and forced to readjust to the unexpected turn of events. A moment
of meditation then becomes vital for helping us to piece together
some coherent explanation of a messy and incoherent life.
Importantly, this moment gives us a chance to grow from our
experiences and to heal, providing us with the necessary strength of
mind to keep pushing forward.
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Many of our writers expressed uncertainty and trepidation at first
about writing for a public audience. Nevertheless, they took a
chance to turn their own internal monologues into a public dialogue
about health and healing. We invite you to read their stories.
Sincerely,
Alice Ranjan
Maddy Bennett
Fleur Anteau
Gal Snir
Ragini Gupta
Special Thanks

Capillaries would like to thank the following people/groups for their
support and guidance:
•

Husky Experience Student Advisory Council

•

Health Sciences Service Learning and Advocacy Group

•

o Thank you to Katy DeRosier and all the students on
the council for the generous support through the
Husky Seed Fund and for believing in the power of
the arts to bring healing to the community.

o Thank you to Rachel Lazzar, Tracy Brazg, Leonora
Clarke, Josephine Ensign, Rick Arnold, Genevieve
Pagalilauan, Lynly Beard and all others who
welcomed us to the table to share our ideas. We are
indebted to your support and guidance.
Nancy Sisko, Department of English
o Thank you for all your words of wisdom and
empowerment and for helping us to bring greater
understanding between the sciences and the
humanities.
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The Bridge

By Marlaena Nooney

Neuroscience & Psychology Double Major

Eric Steel filmed a documentary titled “The Bridge” over the course
of the year 2004. Cameras were positioned at San Francisco’s
Golden Gate Bridge 24 hours per day. It is the world’s most
popular suicide site, perhaps because of its awesome beauty. The
film captured about two dozen people that year who jumped off the
bridge and plunged to their death, while crew was able to prevent
several others from jumping in time. Interviews with family and
friends of the victims address the very prominent issues of mental
health acknowledgement and treatment in our society.
The first thing I noticed when they pulled him out of the water was
his shoes. They were the same black Nikes that I was wearing.
Everyone had them. The only difference was his feet. They were
colored blue, the perfect hue of lifelessness. I know the shade,
because this isn’t a rare occurrence. People jump off the Golden
Gate Bridge all the time, once every fifteen days to be precise. It
must be nice, to have the last sight they see be an infinite stretch of
glimmering blue water, before they slam into the concrete surface of
the San Francisco Bay and shatter whatever life still remained in
their bones.
I remember about a week ago, I was driving along the bridge. I drive
that route every day for my normal commute to work, but this day
was different. It was that dreamlike hour of the morning when the
sky radiated gold and pink, shining across the dark water to give the
seals some light to play in. I looked in my rearview mirror and saw
the black outline of a woman standing at the ledge of the bridge. As
I neared the end, I glanced back for one last look at the sunrise, and
she was gone. There was nothing where she had been standing.
Most drivers probably wouldn’t even notice, but I knew what had
happened.
Reading the obituaries when I got to work that next morning was
different. I sat down with a cup of stale coffee from the breakroom
and started skimming the paper like I typically did. Then I saw her
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picture. She was pretty. Soft smile, curious eyes, satin hair. They
never found her body. They didn’t need to. I knew she had joined
the seals.
Now, I am staring at his mangled body: widened eyes, gaping
mouth, contorted legs. It was a face forever frozen in horror. They
identified the man and then took him away, dubbing it a fatal
accident. I just stood there.
Those were my shoes.

Works Cited
The Bridge. 2006. Documentary Movie, documentarymovie.com/the-bridge/. Accessed 10 Jan. 2019.
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The Awakening of the Phoenix within Her
By: Diana Carolina Reiman

Bioengineering Major & Dance Minor

The first paragraph was written early Summer 2017 as a description
of my experience of the world when my depression was most
profound, as well as a response to external and internal pressures to
improve my mental state when I was not yet ready to. Later on I
added the next two paragraphs as I began to heal from depression,
suicidal ideation, and complex PTSD with the help of therapy,
antidepressants, coping skills, and my support system. Today, that
process has continued with the help of my therapist as I work
through mental trauma resulting from emotional domestic abuse
experienced as a child and young adult, as well as trauma from
sexual assaults and harassment that have occurred more recently.
My overall mental health goals include self-love and selfactualization, presented here as a topic I have struggled with in
tandem to the ramifications of abuse and mental disorders.
Or maybe she feels frail and weak, living in a state of hazy
melancholy. Seeing the world through a condensed mist that muffles
all thoughts and feelings. She has been there for so long that maybe
she finds comfort amongst the dismal murk. Sure, there isn't enough
sunlight to form rainbows, but besides the frequent, gentle
precipitation there aren't thunderstorms or other natural disasters.
Overall, there is some beauty to the bleakness, which is seldom
appreciated. Maybe she is afraid of the unknown, afraid of being
liberated from the smog's clutches. Afraid of the bright, stark
sunlight, unyielding and unforgiving, brandishing its harsh rays unto
all that dare pass through its relentless warmth. She is unsure as to
what it might entail. Of the energy required to keep moving through
that splintering heat. Maybe its warm embrace would nourish her
and replenish her energy or maybe it would strike her down as she
withers into a frail shadow.
But even as a shadow she remains resolute. They have battered her
down and she has crumbled. Still, the wind gathers the dust again
and the rain cleanses the ashes. The thunder scared her, yet, the
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lightning strike sparked a flame within her. Electricity crackled--this
was the defining moment. Would her heart restart and forgiveness
flow or would it be forever stilled? Her chest convulses as it
compresses... Then nothing. The sharp silence aches as it stabs a
resounding blow. She was floating, wandering amongst her
existence. Pained by her past, she wanted to extinguish that
suffering. She dreaded the future and what it might entail, what
could possibly unfold for her tattered fragments, what little
remained. She felt broken; she was broken. Her body limply
pressed into the soil, a last act of conquest. A stream moistened her
cheek, leaving salt as the water evaporated. She ran her tongue
against her lips and tasted the fruit of her grief.
Suddenly she gasps, allowing the vapor to fill her lungs. She
hyperventilates and sees the stars, as they dizzyingly dance around
her heavy head. Dazed, she meagerly props herself up, first on her
elbows, then manages to withstand gravity and get to her knees.
Disregarding the vertigo, she steadies herself and peers into the
puddle that formed. Her reflection gazes back at her longingly.
Desiring her affection. Her forgiveness. She scans the face
inspecting its features, scrutinizing its worthiness. What she
encounters is a culmination of strength, a being deserving of
admiration. A warrior who did her best to survive, despite
unfavorable circumstances. She found herself, and with that love.
She lifted her wings and soared. Ascending above all her
oppressors. For as long as she could love herself, no blow would be
strong enough to immobilize her. No individual, no utterances
could be forceful enough to coerce her into submission. She was
courageous once more, she believed in herself. And that's all that
mattered.
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Am I Prepared?

By: Alexander M. Hamling, MD, MBA, FAAP
Even out of medical school, I am still learning new things.
Not just the minor refreshers from Continuing Medical Education
courses and conferences, but real, new things. Last year, I was
excited to learn placement of a long-acting, revisable contraception
product and therefore I focused on a training course for Nexplanon.
It’s a small, plastic device that is inserted under the skin of the
forearm in women and lasts for three or more years.
The course itself was only a few hours and consisted of playing
around with manikin arms and using training devices with sharp,
pointed ends and blunt hemostats. There was a lot of time for
practicing removal of the wiggly plastic tube from under the skin
seethe. I used both test trainers, removed both plastic devices intact,
and afterwards felt totally unprepared.
How so? The skill of placement and removal was simple, but my
worry all came down to the counseling, consenting, and confidence
of ensuring my patients trust in me. Did I tell my first patient that I
had never placed one before in a real human? Yup, I sure did. Did
I smile as I said it? Yes. Did it go well? Sure it did.
I had been telling myself for many moons that I would learn this
skill for those women who just needed it removed. I’ve been
surprised that it’s been the exact opposite. I’ve placed half a dozen
for the past few months and have a new appreciation for my skills
and confidence.
Remember –Never stop learning.
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Let me just embrace this moment
By: Olivia Danielle Perrone,

English (Language and Literature) Major

Let me just embrace this moment
Just press pause - please.
The world stops all around me...
The noise dissolves,
The tightening in my chest releases,
The tears that could fall dry up,
And my thoughts trickle away.
In this world all I can say is
If I could pause in this moment forever,
I would.
With my head pressed against your chest
All I hear is your heart beat
The rising and falling of your breath Like a drum...like a smooth ocean wave.
I smell your scent
And hold on a bit to your shirt
As if in a second you might be taken away.
And that’s because in a second you can.
The clock’s inaudible ticks
Looming only in my head.
It’s time to press play.
For the tightness to return.
For the noise to interrupt.
For the thoughts to flood back in.
It’s time to press play because I can’t have you forever.
I shouldn’t even have you now.
But - If I could pause in this moment forever,
I would.
13
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Journal Entry
By: Alyssa Kearns
Intended Business Major
& Diversity Minor

Schizophrene, After Bhanu Kapil
By: Alex Zhu

Neuroscience Major & CHID Minor

I was in grade six when I got the diagnoses
My symptoms: I was American I was Chinese
I was Asian so I should be shouldn't be
Couldn't be American with my split reality
Middle school me desired to be Christian
To go to youth group and fit in
Ma and Ba said church felt like Mao
With little red bibles and ever-empty maw
I didn't commit myself to learning my parents’ language
Replaced it let my ties to the past languish
Only now am I trying to remake those connections
I wonder if my genes feel the difference in expressions
My first potluck I came wrapped in banana leaves
Sticky sheen of soy sauce rice steeped in mystery
None of my classmates were willing to give it a taste
Was that their reaction when they first saw me? To hesitate
As they struggle to pronounce my last name
They’d say zoo? Chinese say joo oh it’s all the same
But I and my name don’t belong in an enclosure
Is this the cost of growing up in a double exposure?
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Rethinking our cities of the future
By: Fleur Anteau

Biology & History Double Major

When I was young, I used to watch a tv show called ‘The Tofu’s’. It
was a relatively obscure show about a family living in a suburban
neighborhood. This family was quite different from your average
family, what with a windmill on the roof, a goat and a sheep in the
garden next to the greenhouse and a rooster that would chase the
mailman. I think they were supposed to be kind of funny hippies as
a joke, but I wanted to live with them. Their entire family was a
community around nature yet the kids, Chichi and Lola, went to
school, shopped a little and even occasionally snuck a hamburger in
despite their parents’ protests. Even at a young age I was fascinated
with that lifestyle, the blend of the urban and nature, two things that
often seem at odds with each other.
The truth is in a couple years most of the world’s population will
live in cities. According to a recent report from the United Nations
Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2014), 66% of the
world’s population will live in urban areas by 2050 (p. 93).
According to the same report, the world is expected to have 41
megacities, or cities with over 10 million, inhabitants by 2030 (UN
DESA, 2014, p. 40). This means that “great fresh, unblighted,
unredeemed wilderness” of the John Muir (1976) variety may be
inaccessible on a regular basis or at all for most people (p. 315).
That doesn’t mean that humans don’t need interaction with nature,
though. We have evolved alongside nature for thousands of years
and we are inherently drawn to life and lifelike processes, a
relationship remarked on by E.O. Wilson (1984) which he dubbed
“biophilia” (p. 1).
So, the future is urban, but our self is wild. How do we reconcile
this? We should focus on a question put forth by Kahn and Hartig
(2016): “How can psychological benefits from encounters with
natural features and processes offset the psychological costs of other
urban living conditions?” (p. 938). When we look at a future of
concrete megacities we know these will not be beneficial to human
health. When I’m sad, I walk through a forest or garden, but this is
not always an option to people living in the concrete jungle. The
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answer is really in urban planning since many studies have proven
that nature contact improves mental health 1 physical health 2 and
happiness 3. Green space should be a real consideration when
designing a city or community. True green space has more nature
than concrete and an element of surprise and uncontrollability. It’s
been proven that buildings with lots of green spaces also have many
psychological benefits like being restorative to the mind (Kaplan,
2001, p. 507-542). Green spaces have also been proven to aid in
helping children manage ADD (Taylor and Sullivan, 2001, p. 5477). They also reduce crime rates; a study by Kuo and Sullivan
(2001) even found that intercity buildings with medium vegetation
had 42% fewer total crimes than buildings with low vegetation (p.
343-367).

1

Gascon M, Triguero-Mas M, Martinez D, Dadvand P, Forns J, Plasencia A, et
al. Mental health benefits of long-term exposure to residential green
and blue spaces: a systematic review. International journal of
environmental research and public health. 2015;12(4):4354-79.
Taylor MS, Wheeler BW, White MP, Economou T, Osborne NJ. Research note:
Urban street treedensity and antidepressant prescription rates—A
cross-sectional study in London, UK. Landscape and
Urban Planning. 2015;136:174-9.
McEachan RR, Prady SL, Smith G, Fairley L, Cabieses B, Gidlow C, et al. The
association between green space and depressive symptoms in
pregnant women: moderating roles of socioeconomic status and
physical activity. J Epidemiol Community Health. 2016;70(3):253-9.
2
Maas J, Verheij R, Groenewegen P, de Vries S, Spreeuwenberg P. Green
space, urbanity, and health: how strong is the relation? J Epidemiol
Community Health. 2006;60:587 - 92.
Kardan O, Gozdyra P, Misic B, Moola F, Palmer LJ, Paus T, et al. Neighborhood
greenspace and health in a large urban center. Sci Rep. 2015;5.
Ray H, Jakubec SL. Nature-based experiences and health of cancer survivors.
Complement Ther Clin Pract. 2014;20(4):188-92.
Kim JH, Lee C, Sohn W. Urban Natural Environments, Obesity, and HealthRelated Quality of Life among Hispanic Children Living in Inner-City
Neighborhoods. International journal of environmental research and
public health. 2016;13(1).
3
MacKerron G, Mourato S. Happiness is greater in natural environments.
Global Environmental Change. 2013;23(5):992-1000.
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A healthy future requires us to rethink what it means to be urban. A
sustainable urban environment is a combination of biophilic design
and design that minimizes environmental impact. Our current
method of urban planning which is very district-focused: business
district, industrial district, suburbia, etc. These make sense because
our current cities rely heavily on cars using large amounts of fossil
fuels to get around. We need to change that. A sustainable city uses
mixed-use development both on a large scale and as a part of each
individual building.
Mixed use development integrates homes, commercial buildings,
green spaces, industrial buildings and amenities like hospitals. By
using this technique, we achieve two goals: increased walkability and
increased local community. Increased walkability speaks for itself:
making offices, stores and homes accessible by foot eliminates a lot
of need for transportation. The second may be a little less obvious,
but for a city to be sustainable, it needs a sustainable culture. A large
aspect of this is community, in a future where we may be looking at
megacities that are too big for governments to serve. People who
feel part of a community are more likely to work together and less
likely to commit crimes.
A current project in Seattle that reflects the thought pattern which
needs to be adopted is the rooftop garden program at the U-District
foodbank. The program is housed in a building designed with the
aim of creating a community. It combines low-income housing units
with a coffee shop, a foodbank and of course the garden. The aim
of the garden is to integrate green space into this community and to
supplement the foodbank. The garden provides good-tasting,
healthy meals and allow for people to create cultural foods, to share
their cuisine with neighbors. Organizers intend to to set up an
education program where community members can come have
story time and learn about food security and how to grow their own
foods. Many people who live in the building don’t know what their
food looks like before it’s processed. That needs to change, because
it means they have had very few significant nature encounters. They
are also to be taught about bees, who provide vital ecosystem
services and are an example of wildlife that will do okay in cities if
19

they have green spaces. In a future where population is heavy and
nature is hard to come by, these kinds of communities will be vital.
As we become more aware of climate change, pollution and all the
negatives of our current lifestyle, more and more people are willing
to change our current perceptions and try a new way of living.
Whether to fix real world problems, or avoid a dystopia of
imagination, everywhere there are people with exciting ideas for
green cities and while I’ve proposed some possible solutions there
are many out there. From small pockets of hippies in suburbia like
‘The Tofu’s’ to large corporations all working to change the face of
the city, manmade and nature made will be integrated for a
healthier, happier urban existence.
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Spoils & Shapes of the Emerald City
By: Victor Hugo Mendevil

English (Creative Writing) Major
standing above the bay like a liberty
statue
with the only technology and
pharmaceuticals
capable of saving my uncle.

Driving downtown I-5
with the entire city in my rightshouldered view,
only accessible
from the passenger seat of a traffic
car,
I can see everything:
The spoils and shapes of Seattle.

I feel bad consuming so much meat.
Yet, I will happily eat comfort food
On Alki Beach:
hordes of crab meat and smoked
salmon
glossed on crackers.

There are fossil fuels in the sky of
the harbor
displeasing to my eyes.
Yet, I indulge
by playing frisbee with my friends.
on the wreckage of a now-graffitied
gasification plant:
industrial, bronze ruins define the
public park
where families picnic on top of
soiled toxicities.

I care about the disturbance of
nature
Yet, I will gladly board a Ride-theDucks boat just to see the yachts,
mansions laid on the harbor’s edge.
I want more trees, the Evergreen
State.
Yet, the view of chrysler buildings
lessen my guilt.

I complain about the smell of the
city:
a mix of weed and garbage
and urine.
Yet, I endorse
by adding my gnawed, flavorless
piece of gum
to the Wall,
uplifting a scent of arrayed saliva.

Perhaps it’s the emerald on silver –
a coexisting deliverance of
manmade structures on a naturalworld canvas that eases myself into
the comfort of my homecity
Knowing that all the features in its
freeway skyline is a fine line
between the advances of a city and
the nature of a state.

I want to look down on animal
experimentation.
Yet, I am thankful when the Cancer
Research Alliance sign comes into
focus.
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Dear Patron Saint of Control,
By: Ragini Gupta

Creative Writing & Journalism Double Major

I
what does one do with grief
that isn’t ripe but has permanently
stained your taste buds
with its moldy aftertaste?
My gums hold bright red rivers
born from toothbrush bristles
that fail to scrape away
my mother’s leftovers
squashed between
my premature wisdom teeth
every breath that escapes
between the words falling out
of my mouth is made
rancid by her death.
I can’t tell
if I’m alive or
if I’m in limbo
if the warmth that longs for her
from the sweet milky tea in the mug
resting on my sweaty heart
every morning is real.
Can you tell
from my eyes
that my chest is quivering
that I’m not smiling
when the corners of my lips
23

stretch upright?
Can you tell
that I can’t tell
the difference
between dreams and reality
or drunkenness and sobriety?
Accepting
you’re lost
is easy.
Accepting
who
what
why
you lost
is exhausting.
II
Years of being ripped away
from what used to
make me
me
left me
trembling.
I couldn’t stop the ripping
but I could orchestrate it.
I started counting the bits
of inches around
my waist
my arms
my legs
24

as they
fell off
of me;
I started counting the numbers
on my scale to track
the way they’d
descend;
I started counting calories.
Filled with the power
to repeatedly morph my frame
into a new version of pain,
I forgot that grief
dampened the flavors
of the limited list of foods
I allowed myself to taste
but now its mold
has chewed its way
out of my mouth
what’s left of me
isn’t enough
to satisfy its hunt.
But I’ve finally understood
what your silence has said all along:
the only way to take control of death
is by sliding down its tongue.
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Suicide Note

(For Becket Schroeder)
By: Ulyses Razo
English Major

I didn't know this, but in an afternoon in my 16th year,
you sucked on her nipple in your dead
mother's room.
Leaving my house, she promised me she wouldn't go,
and when she returned your sweater you made sure she didn't,
not before you fucked her, saying, it's okay you didn't say no.
When I knew, I smoked for the last time.
I could not reconcile the fact, and at first I considered my friends’
advice to let go, to move on, joke to joke, breath to breath,
enjoying the moments
while they last.
The next morning, in her memory, you say she's in a better place
and I am writing this
to tell you
we are.
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Upon the Wishing Well
By: Kara Eagens

Law, Societies, and Justice Major & English Minor

Plunk, plunk, a penny for your thoughts,
A penny for your wishes
I wish I may, I wish I might
Have Alexa’s locks of sunlight
Glimpse you in the small square hole in the wall
Clumsy clomps echoing off church tile
Mumble a prayer for smaller bones, daintier toes
And suck that tummy in an extra mile
Share a handshake with the gods
Sip a trickle of nectar from the sorcerer’s well
Pat your leg four times, step thrice to the left
Then stare into the crow’s eye to cast your wishing spell
Two years, two countries,
the same face in the same place
Eat that scoop of gelato for dessert
Find a passion in which you excel
Learn to wing your eyeliner, cause baby
You were born to fly beyond the wishing well
Five blonde heads, ten braids, plus
A belly-piercing a-piece
Uniformed in tube tops and daisy dukes
And they’re all Alexas to me
Forgo the pennies and the chants,
Keep a vault stocked with friends and sweet connection
Still soft, but reinforced with a frame of steel
Wink in the glass, she’s a happy reflection.
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From Via Goffredo Mameli 59 to Palazzo Pio 95
By: Alex Zhu

Neuroscience Major & CHID Minor

You hear a wood-on-metal click as the heavy door closes behind
Vespas buzz by. A friendly nasone fountain flutters fluid to the
surface
Cold and rich with minerality from running through calciumcluttered underground
Garbage collectors clink bottles from a whole neighborhood’s night
of drinking
You pass the wall populated by painted eyes, reflecting the Roman
skyline in each aperture
Children scream and kick soccer balls as you approach the Piazza di
San Cosimato
Each morning morphs the square, from movie screen for outdoor
black and white films
To sea of white cap tents, vendors motioning for you to Please come

try, friend!

An old Italian man and his immigrant assistant break open an
apricot and hand it to you
The apricot’s putti skin kisses your palms, caresses your nose,
whispers albicocca in aroma
You ciao each other and fade away from the chatter down the
narrow ochre street
Filled with cries of cut vegetables, restaurants prepping garlic, onion,
olive oil scents for lunch
The cobblestone too warmly embraces your blistering toes
Blister: a fitting name, as if they burst from the bliss of stirring your
sole
The sun is also blistering, as you enter the open, shadeless space of
Ponte Sisto
Sweat swelling in so many crevices you think it might intertwine with
your DNA
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You pass Trapizzino, with its crunchy sourdough triangles stuffed
with liquid heaven
Where you left your fried rice ball heart, where you can always
briefly reunite with it for two Euro
You enter the Campo dei Fiori, a flurry of vendors, fresh with
strawberry pineapple smoothies
Grab some café corretto, cut the bitter nuttiness with spice and fire
You'll know you’re at home when you measure time in buongiorno,
buon pomeriggio, buonasera
Your cheese-scented salumeria knows your order: un etto di
prosciutto crudo
Days are doubled by siesta-sliced sleep, you know your
neighborhood nasoni
You greet the statues by name, defiant, silent Giordano Bruno, il
ugly truth Babuino
You leave behind the longest nights out, the brightest smiles, the
ripest tomatoes
You translate it all to American English and wonder how much you
lost in the process
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I try to bottle up all the heat in the world.
By: Emily Wallace

Drama Performance and Musical Theatre Major & Dance Minor

The fire,
the warmth,
the energy.
I use every tool I can get my hands on. I strategically fasten blankets
together and
in the epicenter I position myself, naked to soak it all up.
But every time I think it’s finally starting to work,
every time I think I’m warm enough,
I come to the realization that I can’t hold it all.
I start to feel sick,
too small,
like the warmth is filling my insides up with helium and I’m the
balloon, about to burst.
So I try to let some of it out.
But there’s nowhere left for the heat to go.
I’ve only surrounded myself with things that produce it,
keep it trapped.
And now I’m stuck with it in my isolated bubble.
Maybe one day I will blow up and just collapse, like a star into a sun,
destined to live out the rest of my days slowly losing energy.
And one day,
I’ll just die completely,
whither into nothing at all.
Just space where something warm used to be.
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Cycles of Letting Go
By: Gal Snir
Biology & Dance
Double Major
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Worthy

By: Victor Hugo Mendevil

English (Creative Writing) Major

Why have you left me here to
man up all on my own,
in this world all alone?
I am a canvas of unpainted memories
Lost in the madness of what never was
and what will never be.
And why do the childless
safeguard me in
guileless and legitimate care
while my authorized parental progenitor
abandons his skin and blood for another woman’s
flesh and body? And then,
brews other children in the place of my siblings and I?
During your years of prancing between
your internal, insecure struggle
of which litter you preferred,
I waited at the window, breathing into it with a sigh,
every morning wondering when my father would
take me to Disneyland like you promised,
when my birthday gift would arrive in the mail
like you promised
when the cloud you told me you saw from your Californian
apartment
would blow over to my home.
In my delusions of dreams that you’d return, I watched
while my neighborhood friends were
flipped upside down by their dads
in playful roughhousing.
And as they played,
I learned, on my own, how to use a urinal,
how to shave, how to drive a car
how to place a bet, how to cue a girl
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how to stand up for myself, how to throw an insult
how to control my urges and feelings
but I could never teach myself
how to stop crying.
Well, those mornings I outgrew.
changing back yesterday
can’t be done no matter what.
Your explanations can never justify
the pre-quality of your actions
implicated upon a son you do not
deserve.
You never have, and never will,
let anyone down more than the way
you let me down.
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The Dungeons and Dragons Player’s Guide to Healing
By: Maddy Bennett
Psychology and International Studies Double Major

I built my character sheet early last summer, counting scores before
the aftermath
Everything condensed into a few points
The ocean no longer a source of possibility and pride
No magic-8 ball told me “Yes, this is where you’re supposed to be.”
Toys wouldn’t have fit
Around the table, I re-learned how to speak
The dice made me strong enough to help victims without hesitation
I became a scientist, a rational actor who understood the subtle
physics of suffering
As a political dissident, I had seen torture and emerged alive to fight
against that which could be fought
I gained the ability to breathe underwater
My passive perception score is very high now
I took my ability scores from randomly rolled dice
I gained experience points simultaneously, twice
A hero opened me to possibilities, branching decision trees of hope
I summate my initiative
And live a second life
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Noxious

By: Victor Hugo Mendevil

English (Creative Writing) Major

I had a dream last night:
we had fished with a group
in a deeply muddy marsh where
a single swamp cocoon
kept the cut-up fish we had caught.
The cocoon was made of
slippery green leaves
(it felt like the inside of a banana peel)
and the slimy exterior kept
making me slip into the mud
which was already shin-deep.
When no one was watching,
I ran inside the cocoon to the
pile of slit-fish
I began to stitch the half-dead ones
back together using
the ground mud as glue,
I rolled their bodies up like
paper cigarettes
and threw them back into the nearby river.
For the fish that were too hopeless to save,
I took the bottom of my wrists
and began gutting out their blood,
scraping deep into their putrid, skinned
flesh. It was simple:
like scraping pizza sauce off of a slice
with too many tomato chunks in it.
I did this to all of them
in the cocoon, all alone
until I was certain that everything
within the confined space
was dead.
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THE PARALYTIC
By: Lan Remme

English Major

It’s peaceful lying on the pavement,
Like Raggedy Andy feeling nothing. Except
A dollop of fear.
And a gulp of wonder.
I should sit or stand or give a wave.
I should wince in pain.
People amble up. Mouthing Faux assurance that I’m going to be okay.
I’m a spectacle.
I see and hear and speak.
No one is saying much.
Is this an out of body experience?
Or a no body experience.
Could this be paralysis? Unthinkable.
“Step on the gas” says a nurse in the gathering crowd.
No step, no gas. The nurse whispers, “don’t move him.”
Unthinkable. Sirens knell, do they knell for me?
Rough looking, the Medic inquires,
(even though he already knows the answer)
“Didn’t you feel that?”
I don’t know what he means.
Pushed into the square red car
I am soon en route. Spinning.
The driver knows the way. Vertigo.
Tornado. I’m sucked into The Vortex.
Time travels from linear to spatial
I enter an unknown universe
Amnesiac hours of tests lead to surgery.
I wasn’t there. Did I die?
I wake in an opiate cloud spiced in medicinal fumes.
Many, many visitors file past the bed.
Cheerleaders, high-fivers, prayers, all light-hearted.
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Drunkenly, I thank them for coming.
Not much is familiar in this new body.
I dine on chocolate Ensure seasoned with frustration.
The woman on the other side of the curtain cries at night.
I couldn’t fall asleep anyway.
I’m all about “can’t.”
The therapists are all about “can.”
I’m trying to appreciate that I’m alive.
Diagnosis: C5-6 quadriplegia. I’ll live.
Alive perhaps, but unmoving still.
A blob of protoplasm with DNA intact, I feel like a “thing.”
Does a “thing” find love? Does it have value?
Where does such a being find a place in this world?
I wait for a miracle while I hold steady with reality.
“Will you be able to walk again?”
“I don’t know. But I would like to have a job and inclusion.
And a few more bodily functions.”
Stem cells and exoskeletons dance eerily like bottles of snake oil.
Trillions in grants, decades of research.
Hope remains. But not the Jesus kind.
Not the “stand up and walk” kind.
The miracle does arrive. In a human touch
A warm caress, a child’s smile.
A stranger’s understanding, a professional’s guidance.
Even from the darkest night, love rises anew.
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summer fruit
By: Gal Snir

Biology & Dance Double Major

You once said I was a strawberry.
“Strawberries wear their seeds on the outside.”
Colors vibrant and warm,
Sunlight catching your hands on the wheel
Passing a clear ray up your shoulders and face
Coating your voice with a
(lightness I could grip)
You once said,
“Like a strawberry, you wear yourself on the outside. Your
life, your emotions.
Your hurt.”
You are warm.
You are vibrant.
(lightness I could hold)
——————————————
Strawberries are sweet.
Promising to satisfy cravings- BEFORE you eat a strawberry,
the taste is almost felt
your mouth- anticipating an experience.
unique
My life:

“A dozen strawberries.”

But my sweetness fades.
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Emotions that are too volatile
too open,
Bruising, messy
too vulnerable,
Seeds, quick to fall
Leaving heaps of yellowtoo yellow
a poor imitation of real sunlight
dark sun-deprived green and ash-brown curled leaves
crumble between your fingers
too easily
My promise - a crimson red leftover,
leaves your throat with a sour
expired taste.
Coats your voice with a tiredness
(a lightness forced to anchor)
drips down your sun kissed hands
and washed
and washed
and dried

January 2019
Thoughts on taking accountability for my BPD symptoms and
warmer weather
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DIY Narrative Medicine Poem
By: Alice Ranjan

Microbiology & Biology (MCD) Double Major & English Minor
FIRST: Find a copy of Macbeth's soliloquy from Act V, Scene 5. Locate
the line that explains how life "is a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and
fury, signifying nothing." It is a line that has haunted generations of
scholars, writers, actors, and anyone contemplating what it means to be
human. Understand that Macbeth’s life choices result in his tragic downfall
and his muted, sobering state of despair, and he concludes that life must
be meaningless.
Now, cross out the line.
Understand that your life has meaning, whether you believe it or not. The
meaning is buried, perhaps, under overwhelming layers of weariness,
failures, emotional and mental breakdowns, and exhausting, frustrating,
debilitating health conditions, but it is there.
SECOND: Make yourself a hot beverage, for the steam is a salve for the
mind and will ease down the barriers that you have long held up within
yourself to shield your inner monologues and vulnerabilities from the
world. Situate yourself before an immaculate piece of paper or a blank
word document and breathe. You are not going to write your obituary.
You are going to ruminate on the moments and memories that you have
longed to unpack but have kept veiled or have "conveniently forgotten"
because the thought of unearthing those moments brings a torrent of
emotions that overwhelm and confuse you.
THIRD: Now close your eyes and remember…
Remember the moments when you desired and attempted to do
something but the very thought of exertion brought tears to your
eyes and made it impossible to leave your bed. You felt as though
you were wearing a robe that was smothered by a colossal boulder,
so that when you started running, you stayed only in one place and
could not advance forward…
Remember the moments when you wanted to embrace your identity
and/or culture and feel comfortable in your own skin, but those
around you denigrated and intimidated you, dismissing your needs
and leaving you powerless…
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Remember the moment when you came face to face with a young
patient, whose eyes you cannot forget because they transfixed your
very soul and demanded you to provide some rational explanation
for why diseases must steal life from the young...
Remember the shock that electrified your body, followed by the
never-ending numbness when you learned how your friend had
passed away in an accident, and it slowly dawned upon you that you
would never be able to graduate together, rejoice over future jobs
and weddings, meet each other's children, and spend your final days
together as planned…
Remember the warmth of your grandmother's hand on yours as she
laid in the comfort of her own bed in her own house, away from the
sterile, cold confinements of the hospital, and as she was
surrounded by her friends and family, she murmured her gratitude
for a fulfilling life before taking her last breath…
FOURTH: Embrace the texture and sounds of the memories that you
unearth. Put pen to paper or fingers to keyboard, and write out phrases
and words that come to mind as you unpack the memories.
FIFTH: Assess the words and phrases to look for a theme or some
message of what you uncovered –particularly what you learned about
yourself. Then begin the poem, writing in an organic, free-style manner.
Pay less attention to meter and/or rhyme at first because this is a chance to
dismantle all restraints and to explore how you feel and how you've grown
and stretched from past experiences.
SIXTH: Don't worry about penning the perfect poem. Just write, and
come to a place when you can make peace with the past and move
forward towards a richer future. That is what matters in the end.
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But only if,
By: Alyssa Kearns

Intended Business Major & Diversity Minor

Let me fold
all the edges of my mind
and slide through this dangling cage
with a view of the misty clouds
and crawling dots
way way
below.
Let me go
tumbling
tumbling
d
o

w

n

drifting gently
like a loose flyer
fluttering through the
w
n
i

d
waiting
to hit
the earthbound ground
to
s p l a t
.
and let my skin bubble
on the black concrete
like an egg sunny side up
o
o
z
i
n g
away from
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the cavernous whispers
that tell me silence
is one step
through these gates.
Let me grow
a voice strong enough to
sprout angel wings
that could cut through
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